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Ms. Scanlon,

I intend to speak at the Landmarks Commission hearing this evening, and I would like to
present the following information (please also see the attachment):

A couple of years ago I was involved in determining the precise relationship of the volume
of the proposed Edgewater Hotel to that of the rest of the Mansion Hill Historic District.
Over a period of several months I compiled a database documenting the physical
characteristics of the buildings in the district, with a focus on height and volume. The data
was compiled through the City of Madison Assessor information, aerial photographs, and
physically walking the district. Given the complexity of this information, absolute accuracy
was impossible, but in the calculations of volume and height, every attempt was made to
use reasonable judgment for fair and accurate information. The methodology is
transparent, and consequently input figures are presented for those who may wish to
verify the accuracy of the final calculations.

With this data, it is easy to obtain the actual ratios of volume and height of the proposed
construction relative to its Visually Related Area, and the final conclusions leave little
doubt that the proposed development is not compatible with its surroundings.

Being “compatible”, of course is a subjective quality, and frankly I also believe we need to
realize our population is expanding, our societal standards are shifting to accommodate
greater urban densities, and those high level needs should allow some flexibility in allowing
new buildings that are larger than those in their surroundings. On the other hand, there is
a quantitative limit on how much bigger something can be and still be considered
compatible. I would argue that new construction one and a half times the average of the
volume of existing construction is compatible, twice the volume would require a powerful
argument to be compatible, but three times the volume would clearly not be compatible.
In the case of 121-127 Gilman Street, the volume of the three proposed towers is 14 times
the average volume of all the buildings in the visually related area. By no stretch of
anyone's imagination can such a relationship be considered “compatible.”

To even consider the scale of these towers as being compatible with other buildings in
Madison’s most valuable historic district would constitute a grotesque manipulation of the
meaning of our well-established standards and a mockery of the very concept of the
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121-127 W. Gilman Project Visual Impact


Data used for these calculations include City of Madison Assessor records, information on Brownhouse documents, 
and visual inspection walking the neighborhoods. 


VRA Address Stories Visible CF (see above)Built StoriesWidthLength Living sf:


408 2 25,8201878Carroll, N. 2 2,582
412 2 23,1401918Carroll, N. 2 2,314
416-418 2.5 95,6251914Carroll, N. 2.54585
420 2.5 27,4101871Carroll, N. 2.5 2,741
504 2.5 35,3401915Carroll, N. 2.5 3,534
510 2 33,0401858Carroll, N. 2 3,304
109 3.5 58,8001912Gilman, W. 3.5 5,880
110 2 42,0301915Gilman, W. 2 4,203
114 3 107,2501856Gilman, W. 35565
115-121 10 284,4001968Gilman, W. 10
123 2 24,2001886Gilman, W. 2 1,215
124 2 22,9401874Gilman, W. 2 2,294
127 3 59,0001896Gilman, W. 34075
128 2 45,2701884Gilman, W. 2 4,527
131 2 22,6001897Gilman, W. 2 2,260
134 3 61,1001883Gilman, W. 3 6,110
135 2 28,7301882Gilman, W. 2 2,873
137 2.5 35,5001906Gilman, W. 2.5 3,550
140 2.5 85,0001896Gilman, W. 2.54085
141 3 90,0001913Gilman, W. 34075
114-116 2 28,9601853Gorham, W 2 2,896
120 2.5 73,5001885Gorham, W 2.54270
134 3 63,0001897Gorham, W 33560
138 2.5 50,0001897Gorham, W 2.54050
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VRA Address Stories Visible CF (see above)Built StoriesWidthLength Living sf:


Quantity of Buildings: 24
Total Above Grade Volume All Buildings: 1,422,655


Average of Above Grade Volume: 59,277
Average # of Stories: 2.75


The above grade volume of 1 of 3 towers would be  5  times that of the average of buildings in the existing VRA


Visible Volume Smallest New Building:   268,695 Cubic Feet (from Drawings)


Visible Volume of All New Building:    810,999 Cubic Feet (from Drawings)


Total Volume of Project w/Parking @16': 1,121,879 Cubic Feet (from Drawings)


Cubic Feet
Cubic Feet


The above grade volume of 1 of 3 towers would be 14  times that  of the smallest building in the existing VRA


The above grade volume of 1 of 3 towers would be  0.9  times that of the largest building in the existing VRA


CONCLUSIONS - Proposed Construction Compared to VRA:


The height of each tower would be  1.82  times that of the average of buildings in the existing VRA


The above grade volume of all 3 towers would be  14  times that of the average of buildings in the existing VRA


The above grade volume of all 3 towers would be 42  times that  of the smallest building in the existing VRA


The above grade volume of all 3 towers would be  2.8  times that of the largest building in the existing VRA


The total above grade volume of the 3 new towers would equal 77% of the total above grade volume of all 
21 other buildings in the visually related area.                                                                                               


Stated otherwise, those 3 buildings would equal 43% of the entire 24-building visually related area.
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protection of a historical district.

Thank you,

John Martens

4118 Hegg Ave.

Madison, WI 53716


